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EDITORS' NOTE

This book consists of a selection of letters from Sigmund F'reud
to Wilhelm Fliess, a Berlin physician and biologist, written between
the years 1887 and r9oz. The letters, with other documents left by
Fliess, came into the hands of a second-hand dealer during the Nazi
period in Germany and thus into'the editors' possession.l Fliess's
letters to Freud have not been found.

The preliminary work of preparing the German edition for the
press was done by Marie Bonaparte. The work of detailed selection
rvas undertaken by Anna Freud and Ernst Kris. Ernst Kris is
responsible for the Introduction and notes.2

The correspondence consists in all of 284 items-postcards,
picture postcards, letters, notes, drafts. The selection was made on
the principle of making public everything relating to the writer's
scientific work and scientific interests and everything bearing on the
social and political conditions in which psycho-analysis originated;
and of omitting or abbreviating everything publication of which
would be inconsistent with professional or personal confidence.

Similarly all letters and passages in letters have been omitted
which are mere repetitions, or refer to the two correspondents'
liequent appointments to meet or to their intended or actual meet-
ings; as well as a good many passages relating to purely family
matters or events in their circle of friends. The table on the next
page shows the proportion of published to unpublished material.

This volume contains nothing sensational, and is principally
intended for the reader and serious student of Freud's published
rvorks. In the Introduction and notes an attempt is made to facilitate

' l)raft I in the present volume is the property of Dr. Robert Fliess, into whose
tx)sscssion it came after his father's death. He took it with him as a souvenir
s'hcn hc cmigrated from Berlin to New York several years before the Fliess
lrouschold was broken up.

t ' l ' ranslators'  notes are cnclosed in square brackets t .  .  .  I



Editors' Note

understanding of the letters and drafts and to establish their connec-
tion with Freud's contemporary and subsequent works. In the
Engtsh edition references to recent publications have been added,
and the editors express their gratitude to James Strachey and A.
\$Tinterstein for a number of suggestions and corrections which
have been adopted.

The published letters are numbered in order of date, and the
notes and drafts are designated by letters of the alphabet. The
letters are nearly all dated by the author, or alternatively the date is
established by the postmark. In the few cases where drafts or notes
are undated they have been inserted by the editors in what appears
to be the correct chronological order by reason of their contents.
Omissions have been indicated by dots.

The author of the material in this volume would not have con-
sented to the publication of any of it. It was Freud's habit to destroy
all notes and preliminary drafts as soon as they had served their
purpose, to publish nothing incomplete or unfinished, and to pub-
lish material of a personal nature only when it was essential for the
purpose of demonstrating unconscious connections. These letters
were brought to light by chance, and the editors feel justified in
publishing them in spite of the hesitation which respect for the
author's attitude in the matter inevitably imposes. They amplify
the prehistory and early history of psycho-analysis in a way that no
other available material does, provide insight into certain phases of
Freud's intellectual processes from his first clinical impressions
until the formulation of his theory, throw light on the blind alleys
and wrong roads into which he was diverted in the process of
hypothesis-building, and furnish a vivid picture of him during the
difficult years during which his interest shifted from physiology
and neurology to psychology and psychopathology.

Since the publication of the German original of this volume
(London, fmago Publishing Co. r95o), certain readers seem to have
gained the impression that the "secrets" of Freud's personal life
have now become accessible. In view of this we should like to make
it clear that the material here published supplements to some extent
data on Freud's life and experiences familiar from The Interpretation
of Dreanls and othcr works of his; but ncithcr thc lcttcrs to Fliess

Editors' Note

nor what Freud felt compelled to record about himself in his pub-

lished works reveal more than certain aspects of his iriterests and

preoccupations at the time.

TRANSLATORS' NOTE

Though the translators are jointly responsible for this volume as a

whole, the translation of the bulk of the letters is the work of Eric

Mosbacher, while James Strachey is mainly responsible for the

"Project" at the end of the book, t*te "Drafts" and the more techni-

cal passages in the correspondellce. They have had the advantage

of being able, through the kindness of Miss Anna Freud, to consult

the original MSS. rvhere difficulties or obscurities have arisen.
J. s.
E.M.
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INTRODUCTION

BY

ERNST KRIS



I

\TILHELM FLIESS'S SCIENTIFIC

INTERESTS

Freud's letters to Fliess give us a picture of him during the years
in which he applied himself-tentatively at first-to a new field of
study, psychopathology, and acquired the insight on which psycho-
analysis, both as a theory and a therapy, is based. They enable us
to see him grappling with "a problem that had never previously
been stated"rl and struggling with an environment whose rejection
of his work endangered his livelihood and that of his family; and
to follow him along part of the road during his effort to deepen his
newly-acquired insight against the resistance of his own uncon-
scious impulses.

The letters cover the period from 1887 to r9o2, from Freud's
thirty-first to forty-sixth year, from when he had just set up in
practice as a specialist in nervous and mental diseases until he was
engaged in his preliminary studies for Three Essays on the Theory
of Sexuality. To the years of this correspondence there belong,
besides his first essays on the neuroses, the srudies on Hysteria
( t 895d), The Inrerpretation of Dreams (rgooa), The psychopathology
of Eaeryday Life (rgolb), and Fragnxent of an Ana$,sis of a Case of
I lysteria (l9o5e).

Itcading these letters is rather like listening to someone speaking
on the telephone: you can hear only what one party to the conver-
srttion is saying; the rest you have to guess. As in this case the listener
is intcrcsted only in rvhat is being said by the party whom he can

'  
' f  ' l rc plrrasc is from Studies on H1,s1s7it.



Intoduction

hear, he may at first be inclined to dismiss from his mind the speaker
at the other end of the line. But very soon he finds he cannot follow
satisfactorily unless every now and then he reconstructs the dialogue
as a whole.

Freud's friendship with wilhelm Fliess (r858-1928) was, so far
as we know, the closest of his life-time, and it was so closely bound
up, both as a helping and a hindering element, with the development
of his theories in the nineties that it seems desirable to starr with a
brief outline of Fliess's scientific interests. If Fliess's letters to
Freud were available, w€ should be in a position, not only properly
to follow the exchange of ideas between the two men, but to obtain
a reliable impression of Fliess's personality. As it is we have had to
fall back on the little that we have been able to gather from Fliess's
writings and from questioning those who knew him. All who knew
him emphasize his wealth of biological knowledg., his imaginative
grasp of medicine, his fondness for far-reaching speculation and his
impressive personal appearance; they also emphasize his tendency
to cling dogmatically to a once-formed opinion. These character-
istics are partially perceptible in his published works.

Fliess was trained as a nose and throat specialist, but his medical
knowledge and scientific interests extended over an area far rvider
than this comparatively restricted field. He was a consultant with
a big practice in Berlin, which he continued to the end of his life,
but otolaryngological therapy was merely the hub of his wide
medical and scientific interests, which took him outside the field
of medicine into that of general biology. The first of his more
important published works, which he decided to write at Freud's
suggestion (see Letter ro), was concerned with a clinical syn-
clrome.

Fliess's interest was early roused by the fact that he found he
was able to clear up a number of symptoms by the administration
of cocaine to the nasal mucous membrane. On the basis of this
discovery he convinced himself that he was confronted with a
clinical entity, a reflex neurosis proceeding from the nose.l This,
in lrliess's words, \4'as to be regarded as "a complex of varying

I  Scc I ' l icss ( t  l lgz r uncl I  r  l i9 _1 r.

lVilhelm Fliess's Scientific Interests

symptoms, as we find to be the case in Menidre's complex."l Fliess

distinguished symptoms of three different types : head pains;

neuralgic pains (in the arm, at the points of the shoulder-blades or

between them, in the area of the ribs or the heart, the xiphoid

process, the stomach, the spleen, the small of the back in the area

of the kidneys; but "gastric neuralgias" in particular); and finally

disturbed functioning, particularly of the digestive organs, the heart

and the respiratory system. "The number of symptoms addr'rced

is great," Fliess says, "and yet they owe their existence to one and

the same locality-the nose. For their homogeneity is demonstrated,

not only by their simultaneous appgarance, but by their simultaneous

disappearance. The characteristic of this whole complex of com-

plaints is that one can bring them temporarily to an end by anaes-

thetizing with cocaine the responsible area in the nose."2

Fliess maintained that the aetiology of the nasal reflex neurosis

was a double one. It could arise from organic alterations, for

example "the after-effects upon the nose of infectious diseases",

or it could be the result of functional, purely vasomotor disturb-

bances. It was the latter that explained why "neurasthenic

complaints, in other words the neuroses with a sexual aetiologY,

so frequently assume the form of the nasal reflex neurosis."3 Fliess

I -I'his comparison was suggested by Freud. 59. Draft C.
z It is significant, though iils not mentioned in the correspondence, that Fliess

indiiectly 
"owed nis Oiagiostic criterium, the administration of cocaine to the

nasal m,rcour membranl, to Freud, who had early drawn attention to the im-
p,r.i"ri. of the coca piant; Fr_eud's investiga_tions were continued. by tfe
,,culist Koller. (See fage jo, footnote z, aid. An ,Autobiographical Study'
r qzSd.) See also the papeiby Bernfeld (1953) on the subiect.
','1y(s value of Fliess's clinical writings-is still disputed. German clinical

lirerature contains a number of discussioni of his work bn nasal troubles. These
arc more or less summarized by G. Hoffer, who says in connection with the
pasal asthmas that Fliess paid ihsufficient attention iq ttt-. monograqhs on the
nasal reflex neurosis to the-work of others in the same field. The result was that
:rr lirst "a number of enthusiastic followers . . were opposed by a small circle
.,i .t.cptics, which quickly grew, however". In Hofferts opinion there existed
"1,, just i f icat ion *hatsoevei for attr ibuting any special-priori ty to nasal com-

t'lainis as compared with nervous irritations iir ahy. oth-er.3rea of the -!o.d.y".
" l )ic Krankheiten der Luftwege und der Mundhcihle" in Denker and Kahler'

l ' rrrr I I I ,  pagc 263 sqq.) Other contr ibutors to Denker and Kahler adopt a

srrrr i lar 
"t i i t i r1. l" ,  

ih,r igh scveral confirm the appearance of the syndrome
.l.i.iit 'rc.l bv Flicss 

"trJ 
e*p.ess a favourable opinion of the effectiveness of his

t  l rcr l rpctr t ic  propttsals.
ln 

'r \nrcrican' 
metl ic:r l  l i tcrattrrc l : l icss's rvork was) so far as we are aware,
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explained this frequency by assuming a special connection between
the nose and the genital apparatus. He recalled the phenomenon of
vicarious nose bleeding in place of menstruation, recalled that ,,the
swelling of the turbinate bone during menstruarion is to be observed
rvith the naked eyer" and reported cases in which the administration
of cocaine to the nose led to miscarriage. He maintained that a
special connection between the nasal and genital areas existed in
men also. In his later works he developed this alleged connection
further, basing it at first on purely clinical evidence.

From the clinical observation that ',certain parts of.the nose
played an importanr parr in the origin of two compraints (gastric
neuralgia and dysmenorrhoea)" he concluded ttrai ..hyperplastic
exogenous alterations in the nose" led to ,,lasting cure of the
secondary phenomena when the nasal disturbance was removedr,,
and that "vasomotor endogenous alterations in the nose,, arose
"essentially from the sexual organs".l Fliess was concerned with
the problems of human sexual life in general, and Freud, at a time
when he was only imperfectly informed about the work that Fliess
was doing and projectingr was able to assume that he had solved
"the problem of conception", i.e., the problem of at what period
likelihood of conception was smallest. Fliess's interests, however,
were directed elsewhere.

In the spring of 1896 he sent to Freud his manuscript on ,.the
relations between the nose and the female sex organs from the bio-
logical aspecr", which was published at the beginning of the follow-
ing year.z In it trliess elaborates in several respects the theory that
he had put forward in his previous work, namely that of a connecdon
between the nose and the female genitals. He states that alterations
in the nose are regularly to be observed during menstruation, and
he discusses the diagnostic and therapeutic value of adnrinistering
cocaine to the nose. He claims that this is considerable, because
menstruation is "the prototype of numerous phenomena in sexual

i "Jackson (rq+j); qnd in sJud51 eg?D, F;.;;;-i...rrt references to his w.rkand its contributions to the fierd ;tjc1 mdati;-;ov-ered by the rerm .,psycho_
sometic mcdic inc" see Holmes et  a l .  ( l95l i :  

- -  -
t  Fl icss (r1t95,1.
I  l i l icss (r l tgZ).

Wilhelm Fliess's Scientifc Interests

life . . . childbed and the act of birth more particularly being both
in time and in their essential nature nothing but a transmutation of
the menstrual process". "The real pains of delivery" and "nasal
dysmenorrhoea, regarded morphologically", are "homologues".

These "facts", which Fliess sought to establish by numerous
observations, led him to far-reaching hypotheses about the role of
periods in human life. In his introduction he expresses his ideas
more pointedly than in the often clumsy language of the monograph:

"'Woman's menstrual bleeding", he says, is the expression "of a
process which affects both sexes and the beginning of which goes
back beyond puberty. . . .

"The facts before us compel us to emphasize another factor.
They teach us that, apart from the menstrual process of the twenty-
eight day type, yet another group of periodic phenomena exists
with a twenty-three day c1'cle, to which people of all ages and both
sexes are subiect.

"Consideration of these two groups of periodic phenomena points
to the conclusion that they have a solid inner connection with both
male and female sexual characteristics. And if both-only rvith
different emphasis-are present both in man and woman, that is
only consistent with our bisexual constitution.

"Recognition of these things led to the further insight that the
development of our organism takes place by fits and starts in these
sexual periods, and that the day of our death is determined by them
as much as is the day of our birth. The disturbances of illness are
subject to the same periodic laws as are these periodic phenomena
themselves.

"A mother transmits her periods to her child and determines its
scx by the period which is first transmitted. The periods then con-
tinue in the child, and are repeated with the same rhythm from
gcneration to generation. They can no more be created anew than
can energy, and their rhythm survives as long as organised beings
rcproduce themselves sexually. These rhythms are not restricted
to mankind, but extend into the animal world and probably through-
out thc organic world. The wonderful accuracy with which the
pcriod ol'twenty-three, or, a.s the case may be, twenty-eight whole
tlays is ol-r.scrvcd permits onc to suspcct a deeper conncction
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between astronomical relations and the creation of organisms.,'
These are the broad principles of Fliess's period theory, which he

continued to develop for many years, notably in his principal work
Der Ablauf des Lebens ("The Course of Life"), of which the first
edition appeared in r9o6 and the second in r9z3.r I{e supplemented
the first statement of his theory in t8g7 with a number of other
monographs devoted ro the subject of bisexuality, but he laid the
chief emphasis on working out the mathernatical '.proofs,, of his
theory with an obstinacy and lack of objectivity which ignored all
inconsistencies and inconvenient facts.

Some of Fliess's clinical findings have been adopted into modern
gynaecology and otolaryngology, but his period theory, which
roused critical interest at the time of publication, has been almost
unanimously rejected by modern biologists; in particular, his period
calculations, which were based on false inferences, have long since
been recognised as fallacious.z

At the time of his meering with Freud none of F'liess's works
had appeared, but a capacity for bold thinking musr already have
characterized him. In the autumn of r887 he paid a visit to Vienna
for purposes of professional study, and Breuer advised him to attencl
Freud's lectures on neurology. He took the opportunity of discussing
with Freud the new views which the latter was forming on the
anatomy and functioning of the central nervous system. The pro-
jects which they discussed were only partially completed and
published. The correspondence that followed began as that of two
specialists who passed patients on to each other; and from rg93
onwards it became a regular exchange of ideas between two friends
drawn together by common scientific interests, who continually

r See also his later, shorter and to an extent more popular works. (Fliess,
t9z4a, b and c.)

z A detailed criticism of the mathematical assumptions in Fliess's period
theory was made by J. Aelby, a physician (Aelby, r9z8). Fliess's researches werc
continued on a sounde-r basis by the gynaecologisi Georg Riebold, whose
writings-on the sqbiecl {.o-ttl- r9o8-onwardi were cdllected inio a single volume
(Riebold, 1942). In Riebold's view "some truth lurks" in Fliess's fu"ndamental
idea "that life follows a periodic rhythm . . . and the periods of trventy-three and
twenty-ei_g-ht days that he discovered are of frequent occurrence, but the claim
made.by Fl icss,  who in his vani ty putshimsetf  oh a parwith Keplcr"  is  re jcctcJ
as..belonging. to thc realm of thc psychopathologici l .  ' l 'hc eff<rrts of Ricbpld,
I; l icss and othcrs to cstahl ish a rclai i t in be iwccn nienstruation ancl othcr pcriodic

lVilhelm Fliess' s Scientific Interests

looked forward to but never attained their aim of jointly publishing

their scientific work. The progress of their friendship was facilitated
by the circumstance that in tSgz Fliess married a Viennese girl

who belonged to the circle of Breuer's patients; the result of this was
that in the early years the two men met frequently. Soon, however,
they started arranging meetings outside the circle of their family
and friends in Vienna, at which they exchanged their scientific
ideas and findings. Freud called these meedngs "congresses".
Many of his letters fill in the gaps between the "congresses" and
are full of references to what had passed between the two men in
conversation.r

In the first years of their friendship they had a great deal in com-
mon. Both were the sons of Jewish middle-class business men,
specialists devoted to scientific research, concerned with setting up
a family and establishing a practice. In 1886, the year before he
met Fliess, Freud, who was the older by two years, had married
and opened a consulting room at 8 Maria Theresienstrasse. During
the years covered by the correspondence we see Freud's family
increase from one to six; we hear of the removal to the flat at 19
llerggasse, which Freud was to leave forty-seven years later, after
the Nazi occupation of Austria, to emigrate to England. We hear
of Fliess's marriage to a Friiulein Ida Bondy, of Vienna, of the
birth of their three children, and of the life of the two families in so
l'ar as this is reflected in the correspondence of two friends.

The resemblance of their outer circumstances was supplemented
bv the resemblance in the two men's intellectual background. Their

l 'hcnomena have been critically examined by Knaus (Knaus, 1938, p. 47)r
"\\'ith the advance of our knowledge of the functional connection between the
glands related to the uterus and the organ of menstruation there disappears . . .
lrclicf in any deep cosmic connection between menstruation and its periodicity,
rrrrr.l thcrewith the scientific repute of Riebold's period laws". Outside Germany
nr) attention has been paid to Fl iess's biological theories.

Apart from Aelby and Riebold, several otolaryngologists have observed a
rrrvsrical tendcncy in Fl iess's cl inical writ ings. "To obtain a picture of the mental
;rtr i trrdc underlying the whole, one should not confine oneself only to Fl iess's
r lr inological writ ings, but also take into account his other works, which contain
rr rrtunbcr mystique u'hich could quite well  have been a product of the end of the
\l i t ldlc Agcs." 1l; .  Rlumenfeld's art icle on "Die Krankheiten der Luftwege"
rrr  I )cnkcr and Kahlcr .  Part  I I ,  pagc 5I . )

|  ' l 'hc rcsul t  is  that  numcrous passages and rcmarks,  of  which only a few are
lrcrc rc l ' r ro, . l t rcct l .  rcnrain t rn intc l l ig ib lc in spi tc of  a l l  ef f r r r ts.
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scientific interests rested on a firm foundation of the humanities.
They shared an admiration for the masterpieces of world literature,
and exchanged quotations which fitted in with their trend of thought.
Freud referred continually to Shakespeare as well as ro Kipling and
other contemporarv English writersrl and owed to Fliess a closer
acquaintance with the works of the Swiss writer Conrad Ferdinand
Meyer, who remained a permanent favourite of his.

The things they mentioned betrayed the two men,s predominant
interests. Among Freud's books is a two-volume edition of Helm-
holtz's lectures, which Fliess sent him as a christmas present in
1898. Freud, who followed medical literature closely in the nineries,
kept sending hurried postcards2 to his friend in Rerlin drawing his
attention to articles on otolaryngolical matters which Fliess might
have missed in the German, French and English medical press. He
also mentions his study of the works of contemporary psychologists,
his growing interest in prehistoric and archaeological studies of the
first modest beginnings of Greek and Roman civilization, which
was a substitute for his long-desired and rong-postponed journey ro
Italy in a Goethean mood. Among the few contemporary events
to which Freud drew particular attention was Sir Arthur Evans's
discoveries in Cretel he mentions the first newspaper report of this
event, which led to the reconstruction of an unknown civilization
from the rubble of the past.

There was a sharper contrast in the physical environment in
which the two men lived. The contrast between the tired, cramped
Vienna of Franz Josef and the lively, go-ahead Berlin of \filhelm
II is often vividly reflected in Freud's letters. The contrast extended
into the economic sphere. In vienna medical practice, ,,right to the
very top of the tree", was severely affected by every economic
recession, every one of which, in addition to the effects of the ups-
and-downs in Freud's reputation with his colreagues and the public,
was reflected in his household's welfare. Fliess's letters betray no
such anxieties. His practice seems to have grown rapidly and unin-
terruptedly. In any case, after his marriage he was exempt from
financial worries.

I  In postcards or letters not reproduced here.
2 Not rcpnlduced herc.

Wilhelm Fliess's Scientific Interests

The conrrast between Vienna and Berlin extended into the politi-

cal field. Freud reports the defeat of the Liberals in Viinna, the

victory of the anti-Semites, who took over the city administration'

and the anti-Semitic tendencies in the Vienna Medical Society, the

medical faculty and the academic administration which for a long

time rvithheld trom him the title of professor. Freud had every

right to expect that the title of professor would act as a stimulus to

his practice, as the Viennese public at that time awarded its con-

fidence to specialists according to their academic status.l The two

ftiends followed the news of the Dreyfus trial and Zola's "battle

for justice" with understandable inlerest; in this connection Fliess

seems to have extolled the progressive spirit prevalent in Berlin

and Germany.
However, the true motive of the correspondence was not provided

by the similarity in the two men's origin, intellectual background

and family situation or, indeed, by anything personal. Even in

the years of their closest friendship the relations between the

two families were never close, and plans for thern to meet in

the summer holidays never came to anything. All Freud's letters

that have come down to us go to show that the true motive

behind the correspondence was the two men's common scientific

interests.
We may connect the increasing frequency rvith which they

exchanged ideas,2 and the increasing confidence and friendship

rcflected in the change from the use of the formal Sle to the familiar

Du, with a significant change in Freud's personal and scientific

rclationships-his estrangement from Josef Breuer (t842-r925).3

Iireud had been in close contact with this important personality

cver since his student days. Breuer, who was Freud's senior by

thirteen years, had described the cathartic treatment of a patient to

t

f fr" .i6rig". iio,n Priaatdozent mit dem Titel eines ausserordentlichen lrofes.sors
,.,r.."spon?r upp.o*imately to that of associate clinioal professor in American
rrrcdical  schools.

? Scc page xi.
,' i r".ri i.equ.ntly described his relations with Breuer and thus "ce-rtainly

tl id net trnder-csrimite the debt of psycho-analysis" to him. See On the History
:;i-, it, i , lycln-Analytic Moaement (iqi+d), the obituary of Josef Breuer (t9z5g)'
rf n(| , ' lr Autobiographical .\tudy (tgzSd).

I I
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himr as early as the beginning of the eighties, and ten years later the
two men agreed to write a book on hysteria together.

Differences of opinion which le,J to their eventual estrangement
soon arose, however. Freud's thought advanced by leaps and
bounds, and the older and more timid Breuer could not reconcile
himself to the position of a follower. In a letter to Fliess (No. r r)
Freud reports conflicts with Breuer in connection with their first
jointly written paper;2 and during their work on their joint book,
studies on Hysteria, which appeared in rg95, the difficulty of co-
operation consrantly increased. when the book finally appeared the
two authors specifically drew attention in the introduction to the
divergence of their views.

Breuer willingly fol!,orved Freud in his earlv assumprions; he took
civer from him the conceptions of defence and conversion, though
he clung to the French psychiatric assumption that a special con_
dition, designated as ht,pnoid, was responsible for the origin of
hysterical phenomena. Freud's fundamental assumption about the
functioning of the psychical appararus, which he formulated as the
principle of constancy of psychical energy (pp. zr and r35), was
also accepted by Breuer and elaboratea uv him. Differences seem
to have arisen when Freud's clinical experiences and first theoretical
reflections pointed towards the importance of sexuality in the aetiol-
ogy of the neuroses.3 At the time of the appearance of sntdies on
Hysteria it was still just possible in public to bridge over the gulf
between the two men. If the resrrainr with which the problem of
sexuality is dealt with in srudies on Hysteriais compared with what
Freud says in a paper on the anxiety neurosis published before the
book appearedra and if one takes into consideration the wealth of
insight which Freud, as these letters testify, haci already obtained,
one will have some idea of the difficulties he must have had to
contend with. His older friend and mentor, who years before had

Studies on Hysteria.

_!!... _de,n Rsychischen Mechanismus hysterischer
reprrnted as the introductory chapter of 

'srrrdies 
on

3 ff' Freud's account in on rhe History o.f the Ps.yclto-Aru,tlyric Moz,errn,rtl( r9r4d).

" 'On the ( i rounds for Detaching a Part ictr lar  .Svnt l rornc l . rorn Ncurasthcniaunder thc I )cscr ipt ion,Anxicty N"i l . , ' . iJ ] ; - i i i r . , , . f  i *or , . , , .
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I The case of Anna O. in
_- 

2 "Vorliiufige Mitteilung
Phdnomene."- ft was latei
Hysteria.

lVilhelm F/less's Scientific Interests

introduced him to the problem of hysteria, now refused him his

encouragement and support.
No support was to be expected from the official representatives

of psychiatry and neurology at the university. Meynert, Freud's

former teacher, had already rejected his first essays on hysteria,

and Krafft-Ebing regarded him with indifference and reserve. His

immediate circle of medical friends was entirely under Breuer's

influence. But what Freud found burdensome seems to have been,

not so much Breuer's rejection of his discoveries, as his oscillation

between criticism and admiration. (See, for example, Letters 2{r

35, r35.) t
Freud's friendship with Fliess filled the gap left by his estrange-

ment from Breuer and provided a substitute for a friendship and

intellectual relationship that had ceased to be viable.2 He had lost con-

fidence that he rvould be understood in his own immediate circle, and

his Berlin colleague became, in Freud's own words, his only audience.

In the early years of their correspondence Freud kept Fliess

informed of his work in progress and sent him copies of everything

he wrote. Fliess soon became the confidant to whom he communi-

cated clinical material, his latest findings, and the first formulations

of new theories. Thus we find among Freud's letters, not only

half-thought-our outlines of nerv ideas and plans for future research,

but some finished essays that were scarcely to be surpassed in his

later works. The result was that Freud subsequently asked for a

number of drafts sent to Fliess to be returned to him to be used for

purposes of publication. Also some of the phases in the develop-

ment of Freud's theories, and some of the detours he made before

arriving at them, are ascertainable only through the material

published here.
We do not know what was the effect of all this on the mind of the

rccipient. Vre can conclude from Freud's letters that he occasionally

I A passage in an accidentally preserved letter from Breuer to Fliess, 4ating
trom the su"rruner of 1895, sev-eral months after the appearance.of-Studies on
Ilysteria, says: "Freud's intel lect is soaring; I  struggle along behind him l ike a
lrcrr  behind a hawk."

r I;. V'ittcls concluded correctly, in our opinion, from the dreams reported- by
I jrcrrcl in 'l '\rc Interpretdtion of Dreams thaf Fliess's role w?s !9 rep-lace his lost
lr icnrl .  V' ir tcls als<j found an-ambivalent att i tude to Fl iess in Freud's dreams--
:r  torrc l r rs ion which I ; rcur l  t l rcrv himscl f  ( l .et ter  r  rg) .  ( \ ( / i t te ls,  r924t pp. 88.sqq')
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expressed doubts or remonstrances, but fi.equenily appl.oved andagreed' The material became richer in content only when differencesof opinion became pronounced ancl F'liess insisted more ancl moreemphatically 
l|u, 

his own period theory must be regarded as thebasis of Freud's theory of the neuroses.
The letters give us prenty of information abour Freud,s attitudeto Fliess's work' At least for the first ten years he followed it withextreme interest and was full of admiration for it. It is significantthat his enthusiasm for Fliess's work was ahvays greater immecliatelyafter he had met him, or afrer Friess had rvritter ro him about it; inhis commenrs on the scientific papers that Fliess sent him he isnoticeably res trained.
This circumstance lends support to the suspicion that his over-rating of Fliess's personality and scientific importance correspondeclto an inner need of his own. He made of his friend and confidantan ally in his struggle with official meclical science, the science ofthe high-and-mighty professors ancr uni'ersity clinics, thoughFliess's contemporary writings show that such a rore was remote

to- 
his thoughts. Freud, to bind his friend croser to him, tried toelevate him to his own lever, and sometimes idealized his picture ofhis assumed ally into that of a leader in the world of science.

No doubt the over-estimation of Fliess reflected in these lettershad an obiective as well as a personar basis. Freud not only neededFliess as an audience and an .tty, but look"d ,; il ;#ton withhim to provide answers to questions with which he had been occupiedfor years-questions about ttt. border-rine between the physiorogicar
and_ psychological approaches to the phenomena which he wasstudying.

I I

PSYCHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY

"r u'ils not always a psychotherapist, but was trained in local ancrclcctr ical t l iugnosr.s r ikc orhcr n.u.nprthologists, and I st i l  f ind i t  avcrv str iutxc th ing t l rat  thc casc histor ics I  dc.scr i l . rc rcacl  l ikc s l ror t

P sychology and Phy siology

stories and lack, so to speak, the serious imprint of science. I must
console myself with the thought that it is obviously the nature of
the material itself that is responsible for this rather than my own
choice. In the study of hysteria local diagnosis and electrical
reactions do not come into the picture, while an exhaustive account
of mental processes, of the kind we are accustomed to having from
imaginative writers, enables me, by the application of a few psycho-
logical formulas, to obtain a kind of insight into the origin of a
hysteria."

These are the words with which Freud introduces his discussion
of' the case history of Elisabeth von R., apparently the last that he
contributed to Studies on Hysteria.They point to an intellectual con-
flict which had a decisive influence on his ideas in the nineties. A
new and unprecedented vista was opening out before him-that of
stating in scientific terms the conflicts of the human psyche. It
would have been tempting to base his excursion into this territory
on intuitive understandingr to trace all case histories to their bio-
graphical roots, and to base all the insight gained on intuition "of
the kind we are accustomed to having from imaginative writers".
The sureness of the literary touch with which he handled bio-
graphical material, which he fully demonstrated for the first time
in Studies on Hysteria, must have been a great temptation. \7e
know from the letters that he had already' acquired the ability to
subject works of literatrlre to psychological analysis; his analysis of
two stories by C. F. Meyer are the first attempts of this nature.l
We knorv from later years what his attitude was to the artist's
intuition, to the creations of those to whom "it is vouchsafed with
hardly an effort to salve from the whirlpool of their own emotions
the deepest truths, to which we others have to force our way cease-
lessly groping amid torturing uncertainties".2 The conflict of which
he speaks in this passage-he was already concerned with it at the
time of Studies on Hysteria-is that between intuitive understanding
and scientific explanation. There was never any doubt on which
side Freud stood. He had been through the school of science, and it
became his life work to base the new psychology on scientific methods.

I  f .et ters 9o and 9t .
2 ()iuilization and its Discottterils (.t93oa).
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T6 Introduction

Let us now briefly recall what is known about Freud's professional
training. The sources are his Autobiographical study and other
works.l In r882, while still a student in the physiological institute
of Vienna university, he abandoned biology for medicine after six
years' study; he did this unrvillingly and on the explicit advice of
his teacher, the physiologist Ernst Brtcke Irgr9-r ggz],yielding only
to practical considerations.z In choosing his speciality he continued
the direction of his biological work, which had set out from a study
of the roots of the nerves and spinal gangria of the petromyzon.g
At the suggestion of Theodor Meynert I r g3z- r ggz] he devoted
himself to neurology and, prompted by a developing .,tendency to
exclusive concentration", he wrote six monographs in the field of
histology, pharmacology and medicinea which gained him a lecrurer-
ship in neuropathology in the spring of rgg5, when he was twenty-
nine.

A travelling f'ellowship, for which he was recommended by
Bri.icke, enabled him to go to Paris and study at Charcot's Salp6triere.
He stayed in Paris from the autumn of r gg5 to the end of F'ebruary,
1886.5 From Paris he went to Berlin "in order to gain a little know-
ledge of the general disorders of childhood." from Adolph Baginsky,
for he could not look forward to a position in the psychiatric-
neurological clinic in Vienna, entry to which was barred to him then,
as later. Instead the children's specialist Max Kassowitz offered
him a post as head of the new neurological department of "rhe first
public hospital for children", a private and unofficial institution
from the point of view of the official academic world. Freud worked
there for several vears.6

1 9.. Bernfeld, 1949 and r95r.2 In a letter to,a flieSra lwitrretm Knopfmacher) dated August 6th, rg7g,
Freud said: "During this vacation I went bver to .ilottr.it.bo;;t*y, uitreie iam preparing for my true calling . , . {aying animals or torturing hur;lin Ueings
. . . and I more and more favour the foimJr alternative". 

--e ------
:r Freud r877a and r878a.{  Freud. r884,a,  d,  e;  1885 a,  c,  d.

. j^4:.ol{1ng to a remark of Freud's in a footnore to his German translation(t886f) of Volume III of Charcot's Legons sur les maladiislit ii'iaie neruetlx(r  882).
6 This institution, founded in the^reign of the Emperor Josef II in r7g7,was not modernized ti l l .the eighties of lasi ce^ntury. Freud's q'ork ttt... o...,pi.d

him for several  hours three t lmes a week. Sec (assowitz f  rnqo),-Voi .  l ,  intro-
cl r rct ion.

Psychology and' PhY siologY

The letters permit us fleeting glimpses into the period that

followed his return to Vienna, his marriage, and his setting up in

practice. His interests lay in several fields. In his published papers

iris predominant interest was at first neurology, and his earliest

papers represent a direct continuation of his old interests in the

Llinical, histological, pharmacological and anatomical fields.r

But he soon iook up the challenge of the new clinical material he

found at his clisposal. A study of hemianopia in earliest childhood2

was the first of a series of works in the field of child neurology. It

was followed by a monograph, written jointly with Rie, on unilateral

cerebral paralysis in children,3 and two years later his monograph

on the cerebral diplegiasa appeared; his study of this subject led

several years later to the reluctant fulfilment of a long-standing

promise to deal exhaustively rvith cerebral parall'sis in children for

Nothnagel's handbook of special pathology and therapy's The

letters show that this work made Freud feel "like Pegasus yoked to

the plough,'. This is understandable enough when we consider

that he had to sacrifice to it his work on the problem of dreams'

However, this labour, which to Freud represented merely the

fulfilment of a burdensome and oppressive obligation, still occupies,

according to the testimonY of R. Brunro a secure place in modern

neurology. Freud's monograph, Brun writes, is "the most complete

and thorough study of the cerebral paralysis of children that has

yet appeared. . When one considers that the index alone fills

fourteen-and-a-half pages, it will give one an idea of the consummate

mastery of the enormous mass of clinical material that is here collected

and critically surveYed".
Between 1886 and the winter of r8gz-g3 there also appeared,

almost incidentally, the translations of four large volumes-two

volumes of Charcot's lectures and two books of Bernheim'? He

1 Freud r886a, b,  c,  and r887d.
2 Freud r888a.
3 Freud and Rie, r89ra.
{  Freud 1893b.
5 Freud r897a.
o Brun, 1936.
t 

-Crlartnf 
iaaT and r89z3a. Bernheim 1886 and 1899' , ,

' I 'hese were not Freudts only translations. In his student days he

r t ' , i iu11r. of J. S.-Mill (see pagc a43, footnote z). In later l i fe' in
ranslated

tgzz, he
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points. 'l'here can be no doubt that Bernfeld is right when he speaks
of thc u'ork on aphasia as the first Freudian book.l

I;rcucl's interest in hysteria developed slowly. In the early eighties,
prcsurlrably soon after he left the physiological institute, Breuer
tokl him about a patient whom he treated fiom r88o to 1882. This
paticnt is known to us from Studies on Hysteria as Anna O., and it
was her case that led Breuer to the discovery of the prificiple of
cathartic treatment. \fhen Freud took it upon himself "to inform
Charcot of these discoveries ... the great man showed no interest in
my first outline of the subject". The result was that Freud's
interest, as he himself testifies, was temporarily diverted from the
problems which Breuer had opened dp.

After his return from Paris, while he was engaged on the transla-
tion of Charcot's lectures, Freud took advantage of an external
circumstance to discuss the subject of hysteria again. He was under
an obligation to report to the Vienna Medical Society on what he
had learned in Paris, and on October r5th, 1886, he delivered his
report in the form of a lecture on Charcot's recent work in the field
of male hysteria. What he said found no credence with his audience,
however, and Meynert called on him "to describe to the society
cases in which the somatic symptoms of hysteria, the stigmata of
hysteria" by which Charcot characterized this neurosis "were to
be observed in clear outline". Freud responded on November z6th

various forms of aphasia. Finally, he was again the first to lay special emphasis
on the work of Hughlings Jackson and the theory of the functional 'disinvolu-
tion' of that highly organized apparatus under pathological conditions which had
been introduced into pathology by that brilliant English physician but had
unfortunately been ignored. In this fruitful work Freud finally put forward the
conception of agnosia (to describe disturbance of the capacity to recognize
objects, which had previousiy been lumped together with the 'asymbolia' of
Finkelnburg); this idea is well known to have subsequently been a very fruitful
one in the pathology of the brain and has been generally accepted. Vhen we
consider the clarity with which Freud step by step developed all these modern
points of view in his outstanding pathological study of the brain as early as r89r,
we need not hesitate to describe him as Monakow's most important predecessor.
It seems to me to be an act of historical iustice and scientific duty to state this
specifically today".

r In 1939 Freud declined to have "Zur Auffassung der Aphasien" included
in the first volume of the complete German edition of his works on the ground
that it belonged to his neurological and not to his psycho-analytic works. On
the other hand in his letters he mentions it with greater warmth than his other
neurological papers.

r9

addition he provided his translation of'Charcot, s Legons i'iXio|;Ia salpdttire with innumerable references ro recent clinical litera-ture' as well as with critical notes, some of which are the earlieststatements of Freud's theories in the field of the neuroses.The reputarion which Freud's work in the fierd of ch'dren,sneurology earned him made little or no impression on him. (SeeLetter r8.) His real interest ray ersewrr.r", in two fields-or ratherin two manifestations of a single problem-which alternarely occu-pied the first prace in his mind. These were anatomy of the brainand research into hysteria.
The idea of writing on the anatomy of the brain was suggested inthe course of his work for villaret's medical dictionary.r As articlesin this were unsigned, Freud did not ailow his contributions to beincluded in his bibliography; he also thought that his article on theanatomy of the brain had been ruined uy c"uts. F.reud,s monographon the interpretation of the aphasiasi which was dedicated toBreuer, originated from his studies of the same subject. In this' hefor the first time expressed "doubt about the localization of speechcentres". In its place he put forward a theory which placed in theforeground the manner of functioning oi tt 

" 
parrs of the braininvolved. rn Freud's opinion the locarization theory underratedthe play of forces, the dynamics of the thing, and he emphasized thecontradiction between dynamic centres 

""4 
definite localization

lj:l,t :ar,^y:.f, :l",, : .votumes with n otable intro du c,,on,**,

translated the chaptgr gn SamuelFreud, of Israel Lbvine;s ri;'b;r;"r;i""i'?i:;r;ilJ'igzo;; and finalry, in his old
:F.i,Y.|:,:1.^y::_y,llir1s.1oi." n*.imit to leave Vienna after the Ne"i ln^,,^or;^_orAustria,r'etian'iil;"d["BHil#iT|i,r".t$lffiUT"il?',i?,::Htilli

r Vil laret rggg and rg9r.2 "Zur Auffassung dgiAphasien,, (rg9rb).
- 

3 Brun (rg16) tlvi qf thi;;;ilr "Fi6uJ 
-akes 

a.sharp distinction beru,eenthe peripheral (and- 
:.p,tll) rryl..ii". *a;d;:;tral cortical representation ofthe parts of the bgdy-in the ..ntrJotgri il'#ltnat the peripherar areas ofthe bodv are not r"*rrt- !;;i;;.fti;;r7fr;;;i;iuy represenred in the higherquarters of the brain. -Moreove; 

* ii$ry..dil#: to localize ideas in localvclrcumscribed area-s of the brain (i'centres"") 
".Jlrrtead 

exprains the functiono-f speech geneticallv-i""1n.tjrir J ii;;."iuir acquisitio'n in ctritahood) as -the result of the resiimulation of a wiaesp"reaaliri"t, acousric, tactile, kinacs-thetic' etc'' netwotk ;i;;;iliiiXir. lt *"r'in!1,i""[i"e .f this network of asso_clatlon and not thc destructittn .ri..,y spccial .n,it ir i, scns{)ry .r .undcrstanding,centrcs which lccl t. 'crippling'.,I.th" ri,"i i i ,,r ir ' ,, i :r1r"".t,a'd s. pr.cruccd the
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try lecturing, jointly rvith the oculist L. Konigstein, on a case of
"pronounced hemianaesthesia in a hysterical man".l The lecture
was applauded, but the reiection of the views of Charcot for which
Freud stood remained. Meynert's opposition remained unbroken,
and he countered Charcot's theory with an anatomical theoryz
which Freud found totally inadequate.s The result of this conflict
with Meynert was that Freud's former place of work, the university
neurological institute, was closed to him, and his contacts with the
medical faculty diminished.

After this first purely clinical report in the autumn of 1886,
Freud published nothing on hysteria for more than five years. But
his interest in the subject was not dead. From the autumn of 1887
onrvards he used hypnotic therapy (I.etter z), and from the spring
of 1889 onwards he used hypnosis for the examination of his patients;4
in the summer of the same year he went to Nancy to see Bernheim
and supplement his clinical impressions, and Breuer's interest in
the subject received a fresh stimulus from Freud's.

Three years later, in 1892, Freud and Breuer collaborated in a
preliminary study "of the psychical mechanism of hysterical
phenomena". This was published at the beginning of r893 and was
reprinted more than two years later as the introductory chapter of
Studies on Hysteria.

Freud's interest in the new field was at first exclusively clinical.
Observation of his cases soon forced upon him a recognition of
certain important factors which Breuer was unwilling, or only
reluctantly willing, to share. The insight that Freud gained was

l  Freud, r886e. For a detai led account see S. and S. C. Bernfeld (rg5z),
who show that Freud's admiration for Charcot was considered a betraval of the
Viennese medical tradition.

2 Wiener Klinische Wochenschrift, t889.
3 See Freud's footnote to page roo of his translation of Charcot (r8gz-3a). In

his Interpretation of Drearns he mentions that when he went to see Meynert on
his death-bed, Meynert described himself as a typical case of male hysteria.

a According to a passage in the Studies, the case of Frau Emmy von N. was
the first in which he used these new methods. He reports other applications of
hypnosis for therapeutic purposes in "A Case of Successful Treatment by
Hypnotism" (I892-93b). But he describes his att i tude to hypnotic therapy
during those years as fol lows: "Neither patient nor physician can tolerate for
krng thc contradict ion bctwccn thc cmphatic denial of the i l lness in suggestion
and thc ncccssarv recogni t ion of  i t  < luts idc suggcst i r rn".  (Oharcot (r892-3a),
l ix) t t1() lc t ( )  Jragc : l i6) .
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into the defensive character of symptoms, their over-determination,
and the function of resistance. Simultaneously with the acquisition of
this clinical insight, or rtrther in advance of it, he completeiy altered
his technique. He abandoned Breuer's technique for the "concen-
tration technique" described in the Studies, and a littlelater, between
r 895 and r 898, he abandoned the remaining elements of suggestion
in it and developed the psycho-analytic technique proper.l

The clinical and technical parts of the Sndies-four of the five
case-histories and the technical part-were written by Freud, while
the theoretical part was signed by Breuer. But much of what Breuer
wrote, and in particular the fundamental assumptions he took as
his point of departure, was unquestionably Freud's intellectual
property, or joint property.z We possess a draft of the preliminary
study written by Freud in r89z which anticipates several of Breuer's
important formulations.s In this Freud put forward the proposition
that "the nervous system endeavours to keep constant something in
its functional condition that may be described as the sum of 'excita-
tion'. It seeks to establish this necessary precondition of health by
dealing with every sensible increase of excitation along associative
lines or by discharging it by an appropriate motor reaction".

This theoretical assumption, borrowed from the world of physics'
found its way into Breuer's account as the theory of "intra-cerebral
excitation", and enabled him to compare events in the central
nervous system with those in an electric circuit. In Freud's mind,
however, it led to various speculations of which we are informed in

I Freud's account in the Studies suggests that the change in technique pre-
ceeded the formulation of his findings. A similar sequence played a decisive
role in the later development of psycho-analysis. Freud's technical work in the
second decade of thc twentieth century laid the foundations for his conceptions
of the structure of the psyche and contained many elements of what later became
the psycho-analytic ego-psychology.

2 See Bernfeld, 1944,

" Cf. "On the Theory of Hysterical Attacks" (r94od). Similar formulations
are to be found in a letter of Freud's to Breuer of June z9rh, r89z and in a footnote,
possibly u'r i t ten earl ier, to Charcot (r892-3a) which states :"I  have attempted
to tackle the problem of hysterical attacks other than descriptively, and from
the examination of hysterics in a hypnotic state I have arr ived at new results,
somc of which I shal l  describe here: the nucleus of a hysterical attack, whatever
lirrm it ma-v take,, is a mcmory, the hallucinatory reliving of the scene which was
signif icant f i rr  the i l lness. I t  is this process which expresses i tself  manifest ly
in thc phasc of  ut t i tudcs pdssiotnrcl lcs,  but  i t  is  a lso present where the at tack
appcars to includc only mt l tor  phcnomcna. ' l 'hc contcnt of  the mcmory is as a

zl
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the letters, and eventually to theories about the regulating mechanism
of the psyche which belong to the fundamental assumptions of
psycho-analysis.

Bernfeld has demonstrated the origin of these ideas in a brilliant
essay, which we shall follow here. They srem directly from the
physiological ideas of Brticke. Both Freud and Breuer were Bnicke's
pupils-they first met at the physiological institute. These ideas
were widely accepted in the circle of Viennese physiologists, among
the leading figures of which were Bnicke and his assistants Ernst
von Fleischl-Marxow [1846-18gr] and Sigmund Exner [r846-19z5l
(both of whom are mentioned in the letters, though in different
contexts). Only now are we able fully to understand what Freud
had in mind when in his old age he described Brticke as the teacher
who had made the biggest impression on him. Brticke's physiology,
firmly based on ideas taken from the world of physics and having
the measurability of all phenomena as its ideal, was the point of
departure from which psycho-analytic theory was built up.

Brticke was no solitary figure among the physiologists of his time.
He was one of a group of men who shared a similar outlook, were
pupils of Johannes Mtiller and had founded the Berlin Physical
Society in 1845. In 1847 Helmholtz lectured to this society on the
principle of the conservation of energy. Helmholtz (r8zr-94) and
Du Bois-Reymond (r8r8-qz) were close contemporaries and close
friends, and regarded Brticke as their "ambassador in Vienna".

The closeness of relations between the Viennese and Berlin
physiologists, convincingly described by Bernfeld, provided part of
the background of the relationship between Freud and Fliess.
!7hen Fliess came to Vienna the scientists on whom he called were

rule either the psychical trauma, which because of its intensitv was sufficient
to provoke the patient's outbreak of hysteria, or the event wliich, because it
occurred at a particular moment, turned into a trauma.

"fn cases of so-called 'traumatic' hysteria this mechanism is evident even to
the most casual observation, but it can-also be demonstrated in hvsteria in which
there is no single major trauma. In such cases one finds successive minor
traurnas' or frequently, if there is a strong predisposition, memories, indifferent
in themselves, elevated into traumas. A trauma migtrt be defined as an increase
in excitation in the nervous system with which ihe latter is unable to deal
adequately by motor reaction.

. "The hysterical attack is perhaps to be regarded as an atternpt to complete
the reaction lo the trauma."

Psychology and l> lrysio logy

men with whom he inevitably felt closely linked. His works leave

no doubt that he came of the same school as they' and jt was no

accident that, as we have already mentioned, he made a present to

Freud of Helmholtz's collected works. The ideal of establishing
biology on a firm physical-mathematical foundation showed itself

more and more plainly in his works. His inclination to mathematics

is clearly deducible from the correspondence; it played an unhappy
role in his later works, and expressed itself in the sub-title of his
principal work, Der Ablauf des Lebens ("The Course of Life") (19o6)

with which he looked forward to "laying the foundations for an

exact science of biology".
Fliess's interest in Freud's researches must be seen against this

background. He supported Freud in his need to preserve a connec-
tion between psychological conceptions on the one hand and physio-

logical and physical conceptions on the other; and finally he offered
his own hypotheses as a foundation for Freud's findings; an action

which was provoked by his sense of rivalry to Freud and led inevit-

ably to their eventual estrangement.
But in the early years of their friendship the factors which led to

their estrangement actetl as a mutual stimulus. Fliess's theory of

the nasal reflex neurosis touched on one of Freud's liveliest interests,

the problem of the differential diagnosis of hysterical and somatic

disturbances, with which he had already been concerned in Paris.

But he did not deal with the subject till 1893, seven years after his

return from Paris, when he published an article in French on one

aspect of the problem and demonstrated with unsurpassed clarity

that hysterical paralysis conducted itself "as if no anatomy of the

brain existed", but had to do with "the general reactivlty of a

definite group of ideas".1
The problem of differential diagnosis also played a notable role in

F-reud's clinical works at that time. It was natural for him to think

that it would be necessary to differentiate "more sharply than had

hitherto been possible between neurasthenia proper and various
kinds of pseudo-neurasthenia, such as the clinical picture of the

I "St)mc Points frrr a Comparative Study of Organic and Hysterical Motcr
l )aralysis"  ( r lJ93c). ' I 'he art ic le was based on a suggest ion of  Charcot 's.  See
l ; rcud's l ixr tnotc t ( )  pagc 268 of  Charct l t  ( I892-3a).
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organically determined nasal reflex neurosis, the nervous disorders
of the cachexias and arteriosclerosis, the early stages of general
paralysis of the insane and of some psychosbs".l He regarded it as
all the more necessary to make this differentiation because the grow-
ing insight he was obtaining from his clinical work seemed to be
throwing new and unexpected light on the nature of neurasthenia
as an actual-neurosis (anxiety neurosis). We can watch the develop-
ment of this insight in the letters, in which it is occasionally too
sharply formulated, until it was finally published in the paper "On
the Grounds for Detaching a Particular Syndrome from Neuras-
thenia under the Description 'Anxiety Neurosis"'. The important
discovery that the mechanism of anxiety neurosis lay "in the diver-
sion of somatic sexual excitation from the psyche and the resultant
abnormal utilization of that energy" was expressed by Freud in the
formula: "Neurotic anxiety is transmuted sexual libido".2

This idea was mentioned only briefly in the Studies on Hysteria,
which were published later, but had important consequences for the
history of psycho-anal1'sis. Until the theory of anxiety was revised
by the publication in 19z6 of Inlibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety,the
"toxicological" theory, which regarded anxiety as the result of
dammed-up libido, held the field. This revision simultaneously
revived another important idea which Freud had had in the early
nineties;3 the idea of putting the function of defence in the centre of
the theory of the neurosis. After an interval of more than thirty
years part of the psycho-analytic ego-psychology was based on this
concept of defence.

The views that caused Freud to desire to establish the anxiety
neurosis as a clinical entity were not wasted either; they found a
secure but modest place in psycho-analytic theory and practice.
There can be no doubt of the clinical importance of what we nowa-
days call the actual-neurotic factor in neurotic conflict and interpret

I "On the Grounds for Detaching a Particular Syndrome from Neurasthenia
under the Descript ion 'Anxiety Neurosis" '  (r895b).

2 Freud r897b.
;rIn "On the Grounds for Detaching a Part icular Syndrome from Neuras-

thcnia under the Descript ion'Anxiety Neurosis'  " (r895b) Freud unquestionably
pointcd the wa5, to this revision. " ' lhe psyche develops the affeci of anxiety
u' l tcn i t  l 'ccls i tsr l l '  incapablc of dcal ing (by an adcquate reaction) with a tasi<
t t lat tNcrt  upproi l r ' l r ing i t  cxtcrnal ly" ,  hc wr() tc.

P sychology and P hy siology

as an enhancement of the danger situation of the ego; but sexual
frustration is only one among several conditions which give rise to

such actual-neurotic situations. The difference between this and

Freud's original conception clearly illustrates the development of
Freud's hypotheses. While we, on the basis of our knowledge of

the role of genetic conditions in the aetiology of the neuroses, are

accustomed to deriving the reaction to frustration and instinctual
tension from the history of the individual, but do not believe that
frustration in the attainment of sexual objectives produces neurotic

anxiety in adults, it was the latter idea which Freud originally con-
sidered to be of decisive importance. The idea that "the anxiety

that underlies the phenomena of neurosis cannot admit of a psycho-

logical derivation" promised to lead from the uncertainty of psycho-

logical insight on to the firm ground of physiological processes, and
at least to establish a link between the explanation of a group of
psychopathological phenomena and the realm of physiological

theory. It was in this field, that of sexual aetiology, that Breuer had

followed Freud, if at all, with so much hesitation, and it was here

that Freud felt the need for advice and encouragement. There were
innumerable puzzles to be solved; the letters give one the impression
of the observer's continual struggle with his clinical impressions.
Freud tried at first to push the significance of his new start too far

and to explain the physiology and psychology of the sexual function

on a single pattern which interpreted all disturbances as quantitative

displacements (Draft G.) Fliess obviously supplied the stimulus

for this undertaking, which Freud repudiated only a few years later.

In those years the dominant idea in Freud's mind .was to make
physiological changes and the physically measurable the basis of all
psychological discussion; in other words his aim was the strict

application of ideas derived from Helmholtz and Bri.icke. He had

been busying himself with the attempt to paint a picture of this

kind at least since the beginning of 1895. It is worth recalling in

this connection that Breuer was simultaneously engaged in writing
the theoretical part of the Studies on Hysteriarinwhich he expressed
the view that in the contemporary state of knowledge no link could
be established between psychological conceptions and conceptions
conccrning the physiology of the brain. But it was precisely this
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that Freud set out to do. He first thought of writing a "psychology
for neurologists", but obviously kept altering and modifying his
first drafts. One draft dating from the autumn of 1895 has come
down to us. The greater part of it was written in a few days imme-
diately after a meeting with Fliess, and the rest in the weeks that
followed. No sooner had it been sent off to Fliess than a stream of
explanations and corrections went off in its wake. The ideas it con-
tained were kept alive in the correspondence for months, and then
gave way to new ideas, and above all to new insights.

The "Proiect for a Scientific Psychology" printed as an appendix

@. Z+Z) enlightens us on only one phase of Freud's atrempr to gain
an inclusive view of psychology and the anatomy of the brain, but
its historical value is nevertheless considerable. No attempt at a
systematic appreciation of it will be made here, but the ideas it
contains will be described. It is a coherent attempt to describe the
functioning of the psychical apparatus as that of a system of neurones
and to conceive of all the processes concerned as in the last resort
quantitative changes. These processes are not confined merely to
perception and memory but include thought, emotional life, psycho-
pathology and normal psychology, as well as a first restricted but in
some respects well-rounded theory of dreams. The idea of fusing
the theory of the neuroses and normal psychology with the physio-
logy of the brain was bold in itself. Even more impressive to the
present-day reader is the consistency with which Freud holds his
objective in mind in spite of all difficulties and contradictions. Each
section, whether on the physiology of the brain or psychopathology,
defence or thought, contains a wealth of new observations and
hypotheses, of which some were only fleetingly utilized in Freud's
later works. Some of them point to the future development of
psycho-analysis. For example the ego is represented as an organism
distinguished by the possession of a constant cathexis of energy-a
hypothesis which a quarter of a century later became the corner-
stone of the psycho-analytic theory of psychical structure. With
Freud's rejection of the system of ideas on which he based this hypo-
thesis in r 895-when he regarded the ego as a group of neurones with
special characteristics-the idea seemed tempor,arily ro lose its
signif iclncc. ()thcr l i rnrlamcntal icleas containcrl  in thc "Project"

Infantile S exuality and S elf-Analy srs

did not have to wait so long before finding a place in psycho-
analysis. The idea that biological exigencies, which rlecessitated
adaptation, ran counter to the individual's striving after pleasure
was later revived in the form of the pleasure principle and the reality
principle. However, the examples with which Freud illustrates
these problems in the "Project" come partially from a field the
importance of which his clinical work had still only imperfectly
revealed to him. They are taken from earliest childhood. One of the
most important deals with the relation between the suckling and
the breast.

This wealth of ideas, which extends from the physiology of the
brain to metapsychology in the ldter meaning of the term, neces-
sarily makes the "Project" difficult to follow, even for the reader
who approaches it with some preparation. Also it contains a number
of obvious inconsistencies which Freud himself points out in sub-
sequent letters. We can only partially guess Fliess's reactions to the
"Project" from Freud's letters. They appear to have been a mixture
of reserve and admiration.

Freud's object in sending it to Fliess, for whom it was written,
was to obtain from him detailed suggestions for improving the parts
dealing with the physiology of the brain. But Fliess was obviously
busy with other matters, and Freud's interest in his all-too-bold
undertaking was not sustained. He put away his notes and revolted
against the "tyrant" who had been dominating his thoughts. New
clinical impressions demanded his attention.

I I I

INFANTILE SEXUALITY AND SELF-ANALYSIS

The problem which occupied Freud in 1896 and the first half of
1897 had long been heralded. In Studies on Hysteria the role of
childhood in the aetiology of hysteria was only briefly touched on.
In the "Project", written at the same time, he expressed the view
that sexual experiences before puberty possessed aetiological signifi-
cance in the formation of neurosis (see p. 4ry sqq.). Later he was of
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the opinion that it was sexual experiences before the period of second
dentition that led to neurosis; and he sought to differentiate the
individual "forms of neurosis, and paranoia, according to their
time of fixation". At first he thought the period was thar of later
childhood, but the date subsequently grew earlier and earlier, and
at the same time he gained the firm impression that the decisive
damagc was attributable to seduction by adults. "What poets and
students of human nature had always asserted", he wrote in his
Autobiographical Studyr "turned out to be true; the impressions of
that remote period of life, though they were for the most part buried
in amnesia, left ineradicable traces upon the individual,s growth
and in particular laid the foundations for any nervous disorder that
was to follow. But since these experiences of childhood were always
concerned with sexual excitations and the reaction against them, f
found myself faced by the fact of infantile sexuality; once again a
novelty and a contradiction of one of the strongest of human
preiudices. . . .

"Before going further into the question of infantile sexuality I
must mention an error into which I fell for a while and which might
well have had fatal consequences for the rvhole of my work. Under
the pressure of the technical procedure which I used ar that time,
the maiority of my patients reproduced from their childhood scenes
in which they were sexually seduced by some grown-up person.
With female patients the part of seducer was almost always assigned
to their father. I believed these stories, and consequently supposed
that I had discovered the roots of the subsequenr neurosis in these
experiences of sexual seduction in childhood. My confidence was
strengthened by a few cases in which relations of this kind with a
father, uncle or elder brother had continued up to an age at which
memory was to be trusted".l

Freud put forward this conception of the genesis of the neuroses
in his paper on "The Aetiology of Hysteria", published in May,
1896, and his letters show that he abided by it for some time; it

I One of these cases was that of "Katharina" in Srudies on Hysteria. Vhen
this case history was reprinted in-Volume I of his Collected Worfts (Gesammelte
Schrif tn, 1924),Irreud added a footnote saying that he considered ir legit imate
aftcr so many vcars to statc that Katherina-hal fal lcn i l l  under the inf iu"ence of
scxual  approachcs bt .hcr fathcr.

Infantile Sexuality and Self-Analysis

later appeared that he did so in spite of a good many gnisgivings'
which he initially suppressed. During the last few months of t896
and the first half of 1897 Freud studied the luxuriant growth of his
patients' phantasy life; not only their day-dreams, but more par-
ticularly the infantile phantasies which invariably manifest them-
selves in the thoughts, dreams and behaviour of adult neurotics
under the conditions of psycho-analytic treatment. From these he
slowly gained the first hesitant insights into the nature of infantile
sexual organization, at first into what was later to be called the anal
phase. Later observation was to pile on observation in what was
perhaps Freud's boldest undertaking. His observations of adult
neurotics enabled him to reconstruct some of the normal stages in
the child's grorvth towards maturity; in the half-century since Freud
first discovered them the stages of development of the libido have
been the subject of detailed research and systematic observation
which have invariably confirmed them afresh.

In the spring of 1897, in spite of accumulating insight into the
nature of infantile wish-phantasies, Freud could not make up his
mind to take the decisive step demanded by his observations and
abandon the idea of the traumatic role of seduction in favour of
insight into the normal and necessary conditions of childish develop-
ment and childish phantasy life. He reports his new impressions in
his letters, but does not mention the conflict between them and the
seduction hypothesis until one d.y, in his letter of September 2rst,
r8g7 (Letter 69), he describes how he realized his error. The des-
cription of how this came about, and the consequences of the
abandonment of the seduction hypothesis, tallies with that given in
his published works.l

"\trfhen this aetiology broke down under its own improbability
and under contradiction in definitely ascertainable circumstances,
the result at first was helpless bewilderment", he states in On the
History of the Psycho-Analytic Moz;emenr. "Analysis had led by the
right paths back to these sexual traumas, and yet they were not true.
Reality was lost from under one's feet. At that time I would gladly
have given up the whole thing. Perhaps I persevered only because

I  Scc also Kr is,  I95oa.
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I had no choice and could not rhen begin again at anything else."
Nearly thirty years larer, in his Autobiograplical study, Freud

pointed to what seems another psychologically important explana-
tion of his mistake. "I had in fact stumbled for the first time upon
the Oedipus complex", he wrote. We see from the letters that
insight into the srructure of the oedipus complex, and thus into the
central problem of psycho-analysis, was made possible by Freud's
self-analysis, which he started in the summer of rBgT during his
stay at Aussee.r

The reader of Freud's works is already familiar with some of the
stages of his self-analysis. In his pre-analytic period he had several
times conducted experiments on himself, and had quoted the results
of self-observation.2 With his selFanalysis, taken in conjunction
vvith his psychological writings, this practice now assumes a new
significance. We can regard as the first evidence of this his paper on
"Screen Memories",s which has been identified by Bernfeld as
being essentially autobiographical.a After the appearance of The
Interpretation of Dreanls examples multiplied, and they played a
notable role in later editions of that work and in the various editions
of The Psychopathology of Eaerl,day Life. In Freud's later works,
published after rgoz.- autobiographical examples are rarer, but an
instance occurs in one of the last things he wrote, the letter to
Romain Rolland on the occasion of his seventieth birthday. In this,
under the title of "A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis
(t936a)", he describes the feeling of de-realization that came over
him during a visit to Athens in r 9o4 which he explained as having
"something to do with a child's criticism of his father, with the
under-valuation which took the place of the over-valuation of earlier
childhood". In his introduction to this piece of writing Freud
pointed out to Romain Rolland that when he had set out "to throw
light upon unusual, abnormal or pathological manifestations of the

t

Letters 65.sqq. contradict this.
' E.9."(Jber Coca" (r884e, page 84) ; "Zur Auffassung der Aphasien" r89rb,

page 63 (a passage to which Otto Isakower drew attention in the International
l_ournal of Psycho-Analysis, vol. XX, 1939, page 34o); Uberdie Bernhardt'sche
Sensibil i tdtsstdrung am oberschenkel r895e,page 49r. See also Bernfeld (rg+6).

3 Freud ( tSgga).
'  I fcrnfc ld (r946).
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mind. . . . I began by attempting this upon myself". His letters to
Fliess permit us to date his first efforts at this more eixactly, and
actually enable us to see him at grips with the Oedipus complex.
That this was the central theme of his self-analysis is not merely
the impression one receives from the letters; it is confirmed by
Freud himself when he says in his introduction to the second
edition of The Interpretation of Drean s that "the book was, I found,
a portion of my own self-analysis, my reaction to my father's death-
that is to say, to the most important event, the most poignant loss,
of a man's life".

The gist of what Freud reports of his self-analysis in his letters
to Fliess is concerned with the reconstruction of important events
in his childhood, chiefly with the period before he was three.
External circumstances caused this period to be sharply marked

off from his later life, because when he was three his parents

were forced by economic difficulties to leave the small Moravian
town of Freiberg. The prosperity of the Freiberg period was
follorved by the privations of Freud's childhood and youth.

Siegfried and Suzanne C. Bernfeld have attempted to reconstruct
from Freud's writings his childhood experiences in the Freiberg
period.l The material in the letters confirms the Bernfelds' con-

clusions in many respects and adds a number of details, but on the
whole the information on the subject that emerges is far scantier

than that which can be gathered and deduced from Freud's published

works. Remarks scattered about in them enable us to infer a good

deal about his father's household. Jacob Freud was born in r8r5,

married twice, and his children and grandchildren lived under the

same roof. Freud's childhood companions were a nephew a year

older than himself:John, the son of his brother Emmanuel, who

is frequently mentioned in the correspondence-and a niece,

Pauline, who was the same age as he. The two boys, no matter

how much they fought on other matters, every now and then united

against Pauline (Letter 7o). Freud's father remains a shadowy
figure in the letters, but rather more light is thrown on him in

Freud's other writings. In Freud's early childhood his father was

3r

I  l lcrnl l ' lc l ,  r944.
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"the wisest, most powerful and wealthiest" man whom the boy
knew. Memories of walks in the woods, during which he "used to
be able to run away too fast for his father to catch him almost before
he could walk", survived for a long time, and may have paved the
way for the love of nature to which the letters testify. The figure of
Freud's nurse-a clever but ugly old woman-is also known to us
through his writings, and important memories were associated with
her disappearance : her arrest as a thief; the birth of a sister; impres-
sions of his mother's pregnancy, and of iealousy displaced on to his
younger step-brother Philipp (who was, however, twenty years older
than he). In his published works Freud used this material in support
of several psycho-analytical hypotheses, but the letters give us
some information about the analytic work by which it was obtained.
Freud's reconstruction of his repressed childhood memories was not
effortless, but only succeeded after many vain attempts. To obtain
confirmation of a point he asked his mother for information (Letter

7r), and her confirmation not only helped him towards understand-
ing his own problems, but also gave him increased confidence in the
reliability of his methods. Thus personal and scientific gain rein-
forced each other.

If references to his self-analysis in his works permit the impression
that Freud, studying dreams in the interests of science and concomit-
antly carrying out part of his self-analysis, obtained insight about
himself effortlessly, the letters serve to correct that impression. We
can observe him struggling with some of the dynamic effects of his
self-analysis ; we can see the alternation of progress and resistance;
we hear of abrupt changes of mood and of phases in which he felt
suddenly plunged back into early childhood. It was, in fact, something
far more than a purely intellectual process and bore all the marks
of a real analysis. Freud actually appears to have gained full under-
standing of many of the manifestations of analytic resistance from
his own behaviour in this, his "hardest analysis".

We see from the letters how he went on to use the insights gained
in his self-analysis in the analysis of his patients; and how in turn
he applied what he learned from his pa'tients to further his under-
standing of his own prehistory. This was not a single process, and
was not l imited to a brief period of t ime; it progrcssccl in a serics of

Infantile Sexuality and Self-Analysis

phases or intermittent advances, each of which yielded important
insights. According to the evidence of Freud's works, his self-
analysis was not limited to the years of the correspondence; it

extended into the early years of the century and at least in isolated
instances much further.l Many years later, when what had started
as Freud's personal experience had long since developed into an

institution, and a training analysis had become an essential part of
an analyst's professional equipment, Freud returned to the theme
of the mutual relationship of analyst and analysand. "'We hope and
believe", he wrote, "that the stimuli received in the learner's own
analysis will not cease to act upon,him when that analysis ends, that
the processes of ego-transformation will go on of their own accord
and that he will bring his new insight to bear upon all his subsequent
experience."2 This process was, however, threatened by the

"dangers" to the analysis introduced by the active party' the analyst;
to avoid these dangers, in Freud's view, "every analyst ought
periodically himself to enter analysis once more". It is legitimate
to suppose that this idea was at any rate partially the result of his

own experience, and that Freud's self-analysis, perhaps in the modi-
fi ed form of systematic self-observation, was protracted "indefinitely"
and acted as a constant check on the observer in his work.3

The first and perhaps most significant result of Freud's self-
analysis was the step from the seduction theory to full insight into
the significance of infantile sexuality. Freud's bewilderment when
he recognized his mistake soon gave way to new insights. "If
hysterics trace back their symptoms to fictitious traumas' this new
fact signifies that they create such scenes in phantasy, and psychical

reality requires to be taken into account alongside actual reality.
This was soon followed by the recognition that these phantasies
were intended to cover up the auto-erotic activity of early childhood'

-t

above was concerned with an incident in rgo4. The analysis of the screen-

^.-o.i 
of ttr. disappearance of his nurse was cdrried further in a later edition of

T;ni Psychopathotog'y^ of Eaeryday Life; and we \.-o* from the third edition of
'l 'hc lrierpietation"Sf breamithat treinvestigated the end of his friendship with
lr l iess by-the method of self-analysis. (See page 43).

2 "Analysis ' I 'erminable and Interminable" ( t937c).
r l lor an in.rance of sclf-analysis late in F'reud' i  l i fe see "The Subtlet ies of a

l ;aul ty Act ion" ( tq lSh).
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to gloss it over and raise it to a higher level; and then, from
behind the phantasies, the whole range of the child's sexual life
came to light".l The development of the idea which Freud here
describes in broad outline can be followed in detail in his letters.
In the summer and autumn of 1897 his self-analysis revealed the
essential features of the Oedipus complex and enabled him to under-
stand the nature of Hamlet's inhibition. Insight into the role of the
erotogenic zones in the development of the libido followed. In the
spring of t898 he was at work on a first draft of The Interpretation
of Dream.s, in the summer he solved the problem of parapraxes, and
in the autumn he started systematic preparation for The Interpreta-
tion of Dreams in the form in which we know it; it was written in
the summer of 1899. Meanwhile, at the beginning of 1899, after
another advance in his self-analysis, he took another decisive step
in the development of psycho-analytic insight. Freud had been pre-
occupied with dreams on the one hand and with clinical questions
of neurosis on the other. These had hitherto seemed to be two
separate and independent fields of inquiry; he had alternately
reported progress in the one and lack of progress in the other. He
now recognized that they were part of the same problem and saw
that what explained dreams also explained neurotic symptoms
(Letters 8z and ro5).2 Two distinct problems merged into a single
field of scientific inquiry, and psvcho-analysis, as a theory and a
therapy, was born. Freud's theoretical and therapeutic interests
found expression in the important study "Dreams and Hysteria",
written at the beginning of rgor but not published till four years
later as "Fragment of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria".s

t On the History of the Psycho-Analytic Mozternent (t9t4d).
2 For a more detailed account of the formation of this hypotheses and an

attempt to view this process as an example of creative thinking see Kris (l95ob).
3 Attempts to gain insight into the material with which Freud's self-analysis

dealt have been current for years. uflittels Ggzq) used the reinterpretation of
dreams reported in the Interpretation of Dreams for his later biographical sketch:
and Maylan (r93o) applied a similar procedure for his anti-Semitic vilifications.
More recently Fromm GgSz) has undertaken to reinterpret one of Freud's
dreams in order to demonstrate the shortcomings of Freudian dream interpre-
tion. For a survey of Freud's self-analysis based on the Interpretation of Dreams
in conjunction with the letters to Fliess and the material referred to in the notes
t t l  the Gcrman edi t ion,  see l luxbaum (r95r) ,  wh<l suggcsts that  "Fl iess played
an important part in l i rcucl 's sclf-analysis, namcly that of a trrrnsl i ' rcnce f igure" I

Psycho-Analy$s as an lrdependent Science

IV

PSYCHO-ANALYSIS AS AN INDEPENDENT SCIENCE

(End of the Relationship with Fliess)

Freud's self-analysis, which opened the way to understanding of

the conflicts of early childhood, brought about a shift in his interests.

Insight into the conditions in which individual conflict arose in the

course of the interaction betweeq the child and its environment-
in other words the intervention of the social aspect-meant that the

need to explain psychological processes by immediate physiological

factors had lost its urgency. This was a circumstance that could not

fail to influence his relationship rvith Fliess.
Freud had continually turned to Fliess when he wanted informa-

tion about the "physiological sub-structure", the "foundations",
the "realia"; henceforth this need declined. Also Fliess had long

since developed his own theories to a point at which in his opinion
they appeared to supplement Freud's, though in fact they could only

hamper them. The first clash between Freud's theory of the neu-

roses and Fliess's period theory occurred in the spring of 1895,

when Ludwig Lowenfeld, a Munich nerve specialist with whom

for a supporting view, see Van der Heide (r91z), some of whose statements
were latei corrected by Jones (1952), and for a critical comment see S. C.
Bernfeld (rgSz). In view of these attempts it might be appropriate to re-
emphasize that in his Interpretation of Dreams Freud did not intend to offer a
"complete" analysis of his dreams, but used each example only for definite
purpoles; similarly we have no reason to assume that in the letters to Fliess all
iestraint was dropped. On the contrary, it seems evident from the material
that the letters to Fliess are concerned only with selected aspects of Freud's
interests and preoccupations. That Fliess was not familiar with all phases of
Freud's self-analysis is evident. The most detailed report of this kind, contained
in Freud's paper "On Screen Memories" (r899a) was published under disguise,
a fact which was not communicated to Fliess (see Letter ro7). It might in this
connection also be restated that Freud remained aware of the limitations of self-
analysis. Later in his life he stated his views clearly in a letter to a man whose
contributions to the field of psycho-analysis were considerable but who had not
undergone analysis. Freud emphasized the crucial importance of a personal
analysis for future analytic work and pointed to the fact that he had had to
rcly on sclf-analysis himself because he was original ly the only analyst and
subscqucntly al l  analysts wcrc his pupi ls, a t-act which would have made thc
analvt ic pr()ccss impossiblc.
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Freud in later years kept up a correspondence based on mutual
respect, criticized Freud's conception of the anxiety neurosis.l
Lowenfeld expressed the view that Freud's theory was inadequate
to explain either the diversity of the anxiety states that were to be
observed clinically or the unpredictability of their appearance.
Freud's reply2 cleared up a number of Lowenfeld's misunderstand-
ings, drew attention to the quantitative factor, the summation of
noxae, and laid down the framework within which discussion of the
problem should be conducted. This was provided by the "aetio-
logical formula", in which a "precondition" and several kinds of
"causes"-specific, contributory and precipitating-were to be
distinguished. Freud discussed the role of heredity as a possible
precondition. The precipitating cause could be an event of the d"y,
but sexual experiences and factors such as physical exhaustion had
to be taken into account as specific and contributory causes. In
Freud's opinion the important field for further investigation was
the specific cause. "The form that the neurosis takes, the way in
which it breaks out, is determined solely by the specific aetiological
factor deriving from sexual life".3

Freud's discovery of the significance of infantile sexuality and of
conflict in early childhood were destined gradually to yield insight
into this specific aetiological factor. But long before he reached that

Psycho-Analysis as an Independent Science

goal Fliess came forward with his own theory to fill the breach. In
his monograph on the connection between the nose and the female
sexual apparatusrr he specifically recognized the value of Freud's
discoveries. He stated on page r42 rhat his clinical experience had
repeatedly confirmed Freud's findings concerning the aetiological
significance of undischarged sexual excitation, and went out of his
way to demonstrate in detail the mutual consistency of Freud's
theories and his own. He emphasized, for instance, that his view
of "nasal dysmenorrhoea" did not exclude the influence of conver-
sion as a "magnifying factor" (page r r) and that in the case of real
hysterical gastric pains "the nose, played no part, as in such cases
it was purely a matter of the transmutation of a repressed idea into
a physical symptom" (page r ro). The seed of future conflict
between his period theory and Freud's theory of the neuroses
showed itself only in one important point. In the course of his
discussion of anxiety "in children, men and women, and the aged"
he expressed the view "that the appearance of anxiety attacks was
bound up with certain periodic dates". He compared anxiety attacks
with certain cases of intoxication, recalled "the anxiety accom-
panying acute nicotine or colchicum poisoning, or the anxiety
stage in diabetic coma" and concluded "that at the time of the
periodic days a substance was secretd in the body" which affected
the nervous system, and that "with the establishment of the fact
that anxiety is released only on definite days"2 Lowenfeld's objec-
tions to Freud's theories collapsed. He observed that "Lowenfeld
did not of course know with what exactness his demand for a resem-
blance between anxiety and epileptic attacks would be fulfillecl.
Both follow their own determination in time in accordance with the
same law".

Thus Fliess answered Lowenfeld's criticism of Freud's conception
of the anxiety neurosis with his own theory. Freud had at first been
greatly impressed by Fliess's findings. He had been attracted by
Fliess's soaring ideas long before the publication of this monograph,
and had sent hims data on periods from his own case histories, and

I  F l iess (r8gZ).
2 Fliess's text does not reveal how he arrived at this conclusion.
s In letters not printed here. But see Letter 52.
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l Lciwenfeld, r895.
I lA Rgply to Criticisms 9f my Paper on Anxiety Neurosis" (r895f.
sFreud himself summarized the contents of his paper on'the-sirbiect as

follows: "It deals with, the problem of aetiology in nluiopathology; its'obiect
is to divide the aeti-ological factors present lhto three categori6s: (a) pre-
conditions; (D) specific causes; (c) subsidiary or contributory causes.' The
precolditions are those without which the effect could not have been produced
but which could not h_ave produced it by themselves unless the specifrc causes
had arisen. The specific causes are differentiated from the preconditions by the
fact that they appear only in a few aetiological formulas; whjle the precondiiions
nlay -the same role in numerous disorders. Contributory causes are factors
which are neither necess_arily present in every case nor are sufficient by them-
selves .to produce the effect _in question. In the case of the neuroses fhe pre-
condition is perhaps provided by heredity; the specific cause lies in sexual
factors; and all other factors which can be brought fbrward to explain the aetio-
logy of the neuroses (overwork, emotion, physical illness) arE contributory
causes and can never completely take the place of the specific factor, though
they can _replace it quantitatively. The form the neurosis takes depends on the
nature of the specific sexual factor; whether neurotic illness take place at all
depends-on quantitatively effective factors; the effect of heredity is l ike that cf
a mult ip l icr  introduccd into a c i rcuir" .  (Scc l r reud r t t97b).
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collected dates from the life of his own family. He had also sought
to attribute variations in his own health and state of mind to definite
dates in accordance with Fliess's ideas. So long as his own ideas
were in a state of active development it was easy for him to overlook
the latent antagonism between Fliess's theories and his own. Not
till his self-analysis taught him to realize the full significance of the
past history of the individual did he become aware that Fliess's
attempt to explain neurotic conflict by "periodicity" meant shackling
the dynamic thinking of psycho-analysis, enriched as it had been by
the introduction of the genetic aspect.

Moreover, the conflict was not confined to this one question.
Freud's advance from the study of dreams and parapraxes to the
further development of his sexual theory was facilitated by an idea
that he took over from Fliess. This rvas the significance of bisexual-
ity. In the introduction to his 1897 monograph Fliess, after pro-
claiming the existence of both male and female periods, went on to
develop the theme of constitutional bisexuality.l This problem
played an important role in the exchange of ideas between the two
men. Freud was fascinated by it, and quickly adopted Fliess's idea
that the ttreory of bisexuality was capable of making an important
contribution to the understanding of the neuroses. In The Psycho-
pathology of Eaeryday Life he describes as an example of motivated
forgetfulness how the fact that he owed the idea to Fliess faded
completely from his memory and only gradually re-emerged.2 \$7hen

it came to developing the idea, however, differences arose which

l The term "bisexuality" was perfectly current in contemporary literature.
2 "In the summer of rgor [r9oo] I one day said to a friend with whom I used to

exchange scientific ideas: 'These problems of the neuroses are only to be ex-
plained if we base ourselves firmly on the assumption of the initial bisexuality
of the individual'. My friend replied: 'That's what I told you two-and-a-half
years ago at Br., when we went for that evening walk. But you wouldn't hear
of it then!' It is painful to have to surrender one's originality in this way. I
could not remember the conversation in question, or that my friend had made
any statement of the sort. One of us must have been mistaken, and on the cui
prodest ? principle the one who was mistaken must have been myself. Indeed,
in the course of the following week the whole ccnversation of which my friend
had tried to remind me returned to my mind, and I remembered the answer that
I had given him at the t ime. ' I  can't  a'ccept that ' ,  I  had exclaimed. ' I  don't
bel ieve i t ! '  But since that incidcnt I  have fcl t  more tolcrant when in reading
medical l i terature I have c()me across anv of thc fcw idcas with which mv name
can bc asstrciatcd quotcd withotrt  acknorvlcclgmcnt".
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brought to the surface the whole latent conflict between the two
men. It involved a problem with which Freud was concerned for
decades. Twenty years later he stated and discussed it with un-
surpassed clarity.r He described Fliess's theoryz as "attractive", and
praised its "magnificent simplicity". According to Fliess, he said,
"the dominant sex of the person, that which is the more strongly
developed, has repressed the mental representation of the subordi-
nated sex into the unconscious. Therefore the nucleus of the un-
conscious (that is to say, the repressed) is in each human being that
side of him which belongs to the opposite sex". Freud's attitude to
this idea, which he himself consirlered for a moment even before
Fliess (Letters 52,63) was at first hesitant (Letter 75 sqq.) but he
ended by allowing the counter-arguments to prevail. "Such a theory
as this can only have an intelligible meaning if we assume that a
person's sex is to be determined by his genitals."s He reiected it
with the words: "I do not think we are justified in sexualizing repres-
sion in this way-that is to say, in explaining it on a biological
instead of a purely psychological basis".a Freud rejected, nor the
validity of bisexuality as the explanation o1' many traits of human
behaviour, but the claim that biological conditions excluded
psychological explanations.

This question of bisexuality had a decisive effect on his relation-
ship with Fliess. In r9or, rvhen the friendship was fading, Freud
tried to revive it by once more suggesting that the problem of
bisexuality was one which lent itself to harmonious co-operation
betwecn thern. The effort was vain, however; the gulf could no
longer be bridged. Their last meeting at Achensee in rgoo showed
that understanding between them was impossible. Something of
what took place can be reconstructed from Fliess's subsequent
accounts and from what Freud savs in his letters. Fliess seems to

I  (6 (A 
Child is being Beaten"'  (r9r9e).

2 Fliess's name is not mentioned in the passage referred to, but when he dis-
cussed Fliess's theories in one of his later works (see below) he referred back
to this passage.

3 ( '  (A 
Child is being Beaten"'  (r9r9e).

I This quotation from one of Freud's last works ("Analysis Terminable and
Interminablc", r937c) summarizes the argument contained in several letters
(I-etters t i5 and r46).

; '  Scc frxl tnote, p. 324.
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twenty-three) and fifty-one (twenty-eight plus twenty-three). Freud
refused to accompany him in this step, excusing himself on the
ground of his lack of mathematical knowledge. But it is legitimate
to suspect from the tone of the letters that his interest had been
transformed into an understandable reserve.

The tendency of Fliess's that expressed itself in this over-straining
of hypotheses led to an epilogue which onll' very superficially
affected his relations with Freud. In rgoz a sensational book called
Sex and Character appeared, written by a Viennese writer named
Otto lfeininger, who committed suicide in the autumn of r 9o3.
Weininger made use of Fliess's theory of constitutional bisexuality,
as well as of other theories meirtioned in his r8g7 pamphlet.
Weininger had heard of Fliess's work from the Viennese philosopher
Hermann Swoboda, who had consulted Freud because of a neurosis
and had had his attention drawn to the significance of bisexuality in
the course of treatment. He passed on the idea to Weininger, who
made use of it in his book without mentioning Fliess's name. In
rgo4 a monograph by Swoboda appeared entitled "The periods of
the human organism and their psychological and biologicai signifi-
cance" in which) among other things, he applied the period theory
to the interpretation of dreams. Unlike Weininger, he based himself
explicitly on the work of Fliess, to whom he devoted a chapter.
Veininger's widely-read book and Swoboda's monograph made
Fliess feel threatened. He not only wrote a pamphlet in which he
defended his own priority, but caused the librarian Richard Pfenning
to write a historical study on the question of priority. This appeared
in 19o6, long after the correspondence with Freud had come to an
end.1

Fliess's struggle to have his biological system recognized did not
come to an end in his life-time. He did not mention Freud's name

l Pfenning's book was entitled Wilhelm Fliess und seine Nachentdecker O.
Weininger and H. Swoboda. Its publication led to a literary feud with wide
ramifications. See in particular Swoboda's reply Die gemeinniitzige Forschung
und der eigenniltzige Forscher (t9o6). Two letters of Freud's dated July z3rd
and z7th, t9o4, to Fliess, who passed them on to Pfenning for publication, give
us information about Freud's relations with Swoboda and Weininger, as do
two letters of Freud's to D. Abrahamsen, dated March r4th, 1938, and June
r tth, r938 (facsimile in D. Abrahamsen, 1946). Abrahamsen had no knowledge
of Ir l icss's u'orks. See Letter t47.
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have asked Freud to accept the validity of his attempt to explain
the specific nature of neurotic illnesses by periodic variations result-
ing from the twenty-eight and twenty-three day cycles. Freud
obviously replied that such an assumption excluded the whole
psychical dynamism which he was struggling to explain, and that in
all the evidence at his disposal he could find nothing to iustify it.
Fliess thereupon attacked the methods by which Freud's insight
into the dynamics of the mind had been obtained and accused Freud
of projecting his own ideas into the minds of his patients.

Freud tried to keep the correspondence alive in spite of this on-
slaught. But Fliess was irreconcilable, and finally admitted the
reason. We do not know the terms in which he did so, but we can
see from Freud's reply (Letter 146) that Fliess was obviously hurt
at the insufficient interest that Freud took in his theories.

Indeed, the interest in Fliess's period theory shown in Freud's
letters had been declining since r897, and more particularly since
1898. The reason is not far to seek. Fliess's theorizing had grown
more and more remote from fact and observation; his claim to have
discovered a cosmic principle that affected all living things must have
developed further in those years. The introduction to his mono-
graph on the connection between the nose and the female sexual
apparatus which we mentioned earlier pointed in this direction, and
in his later works the drive to rigid, abstract system-building was
fully developed.l

Meanwhile Fliess had been "refining" his mathematical proofs.
The less the observed facts fitted inwith his theoretical requirements,
the more strained became his calculations. So long as the time-
intervals in which he dealt could be explained as parts or multiples
of twenty-three and twenty-eight, Freud followed him. But Fliess
soon found himself obliged to explain the intervals with which he
was confronted by combinations of four figures and to use not only
twenty-three and twenty-eight, but five (twenty-eight minus

I Aelby (r928) concludes his examination of Fliess's work with the observation
that anyone with any psychiatric training could not fail to be convinced that
Fliess was suffering from over-valuation of an idea. Riebold (tgqz) calls him
"a player with numbers, unfamil iar with the simplest general mathematical
principles". O. I i rese expresses the opinion that Fl icss's nasal ref lex neurosis
"vergcs on lhc myst ical" .  ( l )cnkcr and Kahlcr ,  I )ar t  I I ,  pagc 5t) .
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in any of his later works.l But he preserved a certain interest in
psycho-analysis, and in the last decades of his life he revived it to a
certain extent in the course of a friendship with Karl Abraham, the
well-known Berlin psycho-analyst. His son Robert, to whom Freud
sends greetings in his letters, became a professional psycho-analyst.

Freud always scrupulously mentioned in his works the debt he
owed to Fliess's theory of bisexuality. In rgro he started testing the
Swoboda version of the period theory on his own dreams, but after
a year he had found nothing to confirm it.2 He preserved a certain
amount of interest in Fliess's fundamental ideas. In discussing
developmental inhibitions which might be rooted in the disposition
he referred to Fliess's works. "Since the work of W. Fliess has
revealed the biological importance of periodicity, it has become con-
ceivable that developmental disturbances may be ascribed to modi-
fication in the duration of the various stages", he wrote.s

\7hen Freud produced his own biological speculations in Beyond
the Pleasure Principle he mentioned Fliess again. "According to the
grandiose conception of Wilhelm Fliess", he wrote, "all the vital
phenomena exhibited by organisms-including, no doubt, their
death-are linked with the conception of fixed periods, which
express the dependence of two kinds of living substance (one male
and the other female) upon the solar year. \fhen we see, however,

1 The last mention is in r9oz. See Letter r47.
2 See The Interpretation of Dreams (trans. 1953, p. 94). Freud remarks that the

Fliess theory would seem to under-estimate the significance of dreams. "The
subiect-matter of a dream, on his view, is to be explained as an assemblage of all
the memories which, on the night on which it is dreamt, complete one of the
biological periods whether for the first or for the rzth time"

3 "The Predisposit ion to Obsessional Neurosis" (r9r3i).  In r9rr,  when Karl
Alraham proposed getting in touch with Fliess, Freud encouraged him in the
tbuowing terms: "You will meet a highly gifted, fascinating human being, and
incidentally have the opportunity of finding out the scientific grain of truth that
is certainly contained in the period theory, which for personal reasons I am
pr-evented {rom {oing", (I etter to Karl Abraham of February r3th, r9rr.)
After he had met Fliess Abraham reported to Freud as follows: "Since the bfeach
with you he (Fliess) has cut himself offfrom all the later developments in psycho-
analysis, but he showed great interest in everything I told him. He did not
make the fascinating impression on me that you foresaw (he may have altered
in recent years), but I had the impression of a keen and original mind. I felt
he lacked any real stature. That is reflected in his scientific work. He sets out
from some valuable ideas; but all the rest of his work is concerned with proving
their correctness or defining them more accurately". (Letter to llieud o-f
Februarv z6th,  l9 l  l . )
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how easily and how extensively the influence of external forces is

able to modify the date of the appearance of vital phenomena

(especially in the plant world)-to precipitate them or hold them

back-doubts must be cast upon the rigidity of Fliess's formulas, or

at least upon whether the laws laid down by him are the sole deter-

mining factors". In other words the period theory occupied a place

ar the periphery of Freud's interests; it did not contribute to the

creation of psycho-analysis.
Freud mentions repeatedly that his relationship with Fliess

played a part in his self-analysis (see Letter 66, for instance).

Several passages permit one to assume that Freud realized that his

relationship with Fliess was connected with the chief problem of the

first phase of his self-analysis, his relations with his father (Letter

r34), and the progress of the selFanalysis seems to have facilitated

his estrangement from Fliess.l Freud's depression at the initial

failure of The Interpretation of Dream.s, which was increased by

financial worries, was the last in his life about which we have

information.z His visit to Rome, his decision to procure himself the

titLe of professor and thereby assure his livelihood quickly followed.

Soon afterwards his first pupils appeared and the psycho-analytic

movement was born.
The starting-point of any attempt to estimate in retrospect the

significance on Freud's intellectual development of his exchanges

with Fliess must be Freud's own conception of the matter. During a

period of isolation and estrangement from all colleagues and friends

Fliess offered himself as a willing and often enthusiastic listener.

His scientific influence was practically exclusively confined to

1 A trace of this analytic work survives in a footnote in the third edition of
The Interpretation of Dreams. "Vhile I was engaged in working out a certain
scientific problem, i was troubled for several nights in close succession by 1
somewhat^confusing dream which had as its subfect a reconciliation with a friend
whom I had dropped many years before. On the fourth or fifth occasion I at
last succeeded in understanding the meaning of the dream. It was an incitement
to abandon my last remnants bf consideraiion for the person in question and
to free myself irom him completely, and it had been hypocritically disguised as
its opposite" (trans. r953, p. r45):

tve may suipect thal-fh-e problem with which Freud was occupied was that
of bisexuality.

2 At this time he still had debts which he had incurred in setting up his
household. Bringing up six children was no light task in those years for a
spccial ist with no other resources.
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Freud's efforts to establish a bridge between his psychological dis-
coveries and physiology. Freud was concerned with this question
before his relations with Fliess became at all close. In Zur Auffassung
der Aphasien (r89rb) he followed Hughlings Jackson: "physiological
processes do not cease when psychical processes begin", he wrote.
"on the contrary, the physiological chain continues; but from a
certain moment there is a psychical phenomenon corresponding to
every link (or several links). Thus the psychical is a parallel process
to the physiological".r

Freud subsequently posed the question of at what distance from
each other these parallel processes were to be studied. French
psychiatry showed him the way. German physicians, he says in his
introduction to his translation of Charcot (r892-3a) tend "to the
physiological interpretation of the state of illness and the complex
of symptoms. French clinical observation undoubtedly gains in
independence in that it banishes the ph1'siological point of view to
second place. . . .That is not negligence, but is done for a specific
purpose". Freud attempted in subsequent works to follow these
precepts, but in r894-95, while drafting certain parrs of the Srudies
on Hysteria, he was seized with the idea of working psychology and
the anatomy of the brain into a single synthesis; an ambitious effort,
encolrraged perhaps by the fact that Breuer had just completed the
theoretical part of Studies on Hysteria. Fliess acted as godfather to
this enterprise and encouraged it, but Freud soon abandoned it. It
is significant that the "Project" of 1895 was found among Fliess's
papers, that Freud never asked him to return it, and never again
showed any interest in it.

Not till after his self-analysis, when he was able completely to
fuse the dynamic and genetic points of view, did Freud succeed in
establishing the distance between the physiological and psychological
approaches. His first attempt to do so in The Interpretation of Dreams
was surprisingly successful; the psychical structure sketched in
Chapter Seven of that work was ihe foundation on which all his
subsequent work on the question was built. In the next few years

The phrase corresponding to
L "Zrtr Auffassung der Aphasien", page 56.

"parallel process" used by Hughlings-Jaiks-on
concomitant" .  Sce also Dorer (1932).

( r8Zg and l89o) is "dependent
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Freud specifically rejected any attempt to use any conceptions taken
from the physiology of the brain. He abandoned the idea "of pro-
claiming cells and fibres or the systems of neurones which nowadays
take their place . . . as psychical paths, though it must be possible to
represent such paths in terms of organic elements of the nervous
system in some not yet assignable way".l

Some years later Freud threw light on the problem of the relations
between physical and mental processes in his work on psychogenic
disturbances of sight (rgroi), in which he developed the fundamental
principles of what has come to be known in the last two decades as
psychosomatic medicine.z He subsequently repeatedly spoke of the
connection between psychological ind biochemical processes as a
field still awaiting exploration, and always emphasized that the
terminology of psycho-analysis was provisional, valid only until it
could be replaced by physiological terminology.s What Freud said
of the terminology of psycho-analysis obviously applied also to its
conceptions. The psychic entities of psycho-analysis are described
as organisms and characterized by their functions, just as physiologi-
cal organs are. This is a direct link with the "Project" of 1895.4

The result was that in studying the structure of the psychical
apparatus, with the investigation of which Freud had been concerned
since the time of his study of cerebral anatomy, it was possible to
preserve the connection between the physiological and psychological
approaches without hampering psycho-analysis by the closeness of
the connection.s

After the beginning of Freud's self-analysis in 1897 Fliess's in-
fluence could only hinder this development. His attempts to attri-
bute mental events to periodic intoxications or to biologise the

-t

future task of the physiology of the brain in the terms used by Charcot i "ie

f ais la morphologie pathologique, je fais m4me un peu l'anatomie pathologique, mias
je ne fais pas la physiologie pathologique, j'attends que quelqu'un d'autre la fasse".
Regret at the failure of all attempted psychological explanations in the terms
of brain physiology are frequently expressed in Freud's works. See the passage
quoted on page 349.

2 See Fenichel ( lg+S).
3 See Kr is (r947).
{ See Harrmann, Kris and Loewenstein (tgql). This was written before the

authors were acquainted with the "Project".
5 l ;or  an c laborat ion see Kr is,  IgsL
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theory of repression could only have the effect of alien bodies.
Fliess's allegations that psycho-analysis was incapable of yielding
scientific results, that Freud's interpretations were only "projec-
tions" of himself,, were all the more painful to Freud because of the
crucial advances in technique he had made during the years of their
closest intellectual contact. In 1898 he wrote a paper in which he
reported the alterations he had introduced into his concentration
technique.l This advance is barely mentioned in the letters, though
it was of vital importance and must be counted as one of Freud's
great discoveries of the period around the turn of the century. The
abandonment of the remnants of the procedure associated with the
technique of hypnosis had opened up new possibilities to psycho-
analytic therapy; they rapidly revealed to Freud the significance of
resistance and transference-conceptions which turned the thera-
peutic situation into a reliable instrument in the investigator's
hands. This goal was reached a few years after Freud's estrangement
from Fliess, and psycho-analysis acquired its threefold significance
as a therapy, a psychological theory and a new and unique method
of observing human behaviour. We owe to the new technique the
overwhelming majority of the clinical hypotheses of psycho-
analysis, the verification of which by other methods of observation
is now in progress. Some of the socially conditioned resistances to
the findings of psycho-analysis have simultaneously weakened.
Psycho-analysis has given a new sense and a new meaning to psy-
chiatry, has gained an influence over the whole field of medicine
through the development of psychosomatic research, has had a big
influence on the upbringing and education of children, and has
suggested new points of view to the social sciences. The task of the
psycho-analytic movement, which had hitherto been to promote the
work of psycho-analytic investigation and provide training for
psycho-analysts, is now shared with universities and medical
research institutions.

In the course of this development some observers have gained the
impression that the fundamental principles of psycho-analysis must
be out-of-date because a good deal of its terminology derives from
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the scientific terminology of the eighties and nineties of last century.
The fact is not in dispute. The physiology of the brain which Freud
took as his point of departure is as out-of-date as Herbart's mechanis-
tic psychology, which Freud frequently took as his point of depar-
ture, as M. Dorerr has convincingly shown. But the terms thus

taken over into psycho-analysis have acquired new meanings which

often have little to do with their original meanings. It was the stimu-
lus provided by Herbart that caused Freud to be the first to replace

Herbart's mechanistic psychology of association with a new one.
The question of the origin of the terminology and fundamental

assumptions of psycho-analysis is therefore of only historical
interest;2 it has nothing whatever to do with the question of the

value of those assumptions and that terminology for psycho-

analysis as a science. There are, however, other questions that

remain to be answered. In the first place we must ask ourselves
whether the hypotheses which can be based on Freud's assumptions

are verifiable and permit the formulation of new hypotheses; and

then we must inquire whether there are other assumptions on the

basis of which more fruitful hypotheses could be built. These are
problems which promise to keep psycho-analytic investigation busy

for a long time to come.
From this point of view the material collected in this book acquires

importance. It shows Freud gradually shaking himself free from

the ideas and conceptions with which he started, or at any rate

taking the first steps in that direction. This was at first not desired

by him, and it remained unintentional for a long time. It was forced

on him by "the nature of the material", by his attempt to take the

description and understanding of human conflict out of the realm

of art and intuition and to put it into the realm of science.

r  Dorer ( tg lz) .
2 See Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein (rg+6) and Kris (rg+l).

I  "Scxual i tv in thc Act iokrgt '  of  thc Ncuroscs" ( t t l98a).


